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Capitalistic Organization and Nationalistic Response: 
Social Dynamics in Schumpeter's Century (1840-1940)

Capitalist growth, domestic and overseas, in 'Schumpeter's century' entailed both the expansion of an international price system—partly centralized in the great financial centers—and the formation domestically of large-scale economic organizations. The former was entailed by the 'Smithian dynamic', i.e. the international division of labor and in its wake the international migration of productive factors. The latter was entailed by the 'Schumpeterian dynamic'—technological change and the realization of scale economies both in invention and in production.

The gains from expansion and trade could be realized by the multiplication of small scale economic units within the capitalist countries and across the globe, communicating by price signals (whose efficiency the transport and communications improvements greatly augmented) and linked by product and capital flows employing a partially self-regulating international currency. Such is the version of international capitalism suggested in Schumpeter's essay on Imperialism. In the decades between 1840 and Schumpeter's birth, the economic world could be seen through liberal spectacles, manufactured no doubt in Britain but worn readily by continental statesmen and economists.

But the year of Schumpeter's birth was also the year of the death of Marx (and the birth of Keynes). In The Theory of Economic Development, Schumpeter was to show that the course of capitalist development, whether expanding into new regions or embodying new production functions, never did (or could) run smooth. The Great Depression of prices (1873-1896), the recurrent crises of credit and the tangled mass of what Schumpeter's Business Cycles insisted were overlaid cycles of production and employment accorded with this insight. And in the latter
part of his life, in *Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy*, Schumpeter revealed the other element implicit in his dynamic: i.e., that modern technological change give some significant competitive advantage to production and decision-making organizations formed without markets between their constituent parts.

Now the international capitalist expansion of the 19th Century (or of today for that matter)—despite its free trade, free capital flows, free migration—remained nevertheless lodged in the national states inherited from the age of Mercantilism. Indeed bourgeois capitalism had depended critically upon sponsorship by such state power to overcome feudal and corporate restrictions on labor movement and on land and commodity markets and to furnish the political organization and military force behind an overseas expansion. Capitalist expansion pushed out against national boundaries and policies; nevertheless, its roots remained fixed in the set of national cultures and the national monopolies of power and violence fixed with increasing specificity in the national states. The health of capitalism depended to a large degree on the extent to which the industrial, mercantile and private financial interests could control the state and either synchronize its policies with those of other liberal states or use its power to support a stimulating rivalry with foreign capitalists.

After about 1890, while Schumpeter was still a little boy (if one can imagine him as such—his self image seemed at Harvard in the late 1930s to be always that of a virile young man) two notable developments surfaced in European society—both deriving from aspects of the Schumpeterian dynamic. These, growing to monstrous shape in the coming decades, blew up the bridges from the liberal era, and barred the way to any simple forward extrapolation from the political and social institutions of the 19th Century onto 20th Century economic development. First, the response to technological change, as Marx had observed much earlier, produced new social groupings. Side by side, with a landless proletariat and beginning to overshadow it, came a white collar class and the beginnings of a technocratic and managerial elite. These grew to a degree separate from the older upper middle classes of the mercantilist monarchies, state bureaucracies, armies, learned professions and church. Along with these there persisted, too, other elements whose interests were not strictly identifiable with those of international capitalistic expansion—owners of real property (both peasants and large estate holders), the skilled artisans and the small scale entrepreneurs, especially in the distributive trades. The outlines of this complex structure of classes, or
'interest groups'—to give them their more modern, politically scientific name—
grew more vivid and pronounced as a great struggle shaped up between inter-
national capital and the movement which thought it was international—the
movement of socialist labor.

Liberal economic policy, whether deriving from a royal bureaucracy, as in
Prussia, or from a basis in universal suffrage and mass political parties, began
to experience the pressures of these groups. Political scientists in America
were to speak later of 'pluralism'—a consensus among power blocs by which
liberal democracy was preserved even under forms of 'organized' or 'corporate'
capitalism. However, a second development—of the sort which social scientists
find it embarrassing to talk about—appeared at a level deep in the consciousness
of men and women in the capitalist world. Here again was a critical factor in the
making of the modern world which Schumpeter did not blink at, but faced and ex-
posed, although—because, I think, of the limitations of his old-world, essen-
tially elitist perspective—he saw it from a rather oblique and class-biased
angle. In the essay on Imperialism, he identified what he called the atavism of
the pre-capitalist aristocratic and military classes as the truly motivating
force. In Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy, he adds another group to the
anti-capitalist chorus,—the intellectuals. But he derives the failure of bour-
geois capitalism to command the credence and loyalty of its intellectuals from
the peculiar and perverse, essentially critical enterprise of intellectual ac-
tivity itself. If this had been all there was to the matter, liberal capitalism
would not have been in very deep trouble.

No. One cannot avoid the observation that presses in from all sides—not only
from the upper reaches of the arts, philosophy or the sciences, but from what
Schumpeter himself observed to be the 'disintegration of the bourgeois family',
from the changing standards, values, behavior patterns by which ordinary men and
women led their lives. A tectonic shift was occurring, a great geologic fault ap-
ppearing in that society and culture which the West had derived ultimately from
the Renaissance, as marked and as deep as that which had ended the church-
dominated world of the late Middle Ages. Something was missing in the in-
stitutions, the thought patterns and the value systems of liberal, rational
capitalism even as, feeding upon their continued success in the economic compart-
ment of life, they extended themselves internationally and into all corners of
the national life. A spiritual hunger appeared for a level of loyalties, of
community, of solidarity—a level that might lie between the family or the local or occupational interest group and the far reaches of a technocratic world society. Between 1890 and 1950 this hunger fed on what was closest at hand, something already in the popular consciousness, the nation-state.

The allure of nationalism was highest in the new nations, Germany and Italy, where the national ideal, sponsored by romantic bourgeois intellectuals, had created a shelter for all the groups and classes that had been threatened by the French Revolution, by Napoleon and by British mid-century international hegemony. But in all the Western countries the nation appeared not only as a protector against rival nations, but as a kind of divine intercessor between the intimate particularistic local folkways and a bleak, impersonal, rational, technologically advanced international capitalism. Only on some such 'atavistic' impulse can one understand the virulent anti-semitism that did not disappear with the narrow world of the medieval peasant, but infected in varying degrees every level of capitalist society. And it is of no consequence to insist that the nationalism was a factitious one, manufactured by big capitalists to control the rest of the population. It was that, to be sure, and contained within it, by reason of its exclusiveness, the seeds of its own corruption. But as in hypnosis and other forms of manipulative enterprise, the readiness to receive the suggestion must have been there already; the pre-1914 European soil was fertile for Fascism. And if the movement was manipulative at the outset, it soon became very unclear who was the manipulator and who the manipulated.

The three decades of breakdown, bracketed on either end by wars and persecution worthy of the 16th/17th century brought Schumpeter's Century—i.e. the century Schumpeter wrote about—to a close. Large events require large explanations and they must be found in the areas of life, connected to the economic, but lying in fact all around it. It remains now for economic historians to trace how the disturbed social dynamics of the interwar period specifically upset economic decisions and expectations and destroyed the possibility of steady, even if mildly cyclical, growth of the 19th Century variety. But there can be no doubt that Schumpeter in Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy analyzed and foresaw most of the consequences of his dynamic technology for political life in the West. What he did not foresee was the stubborn toughness of the liberal democratic impulse even in societies choked with private power blocs and political interventions. The Schumpeterian dynamic—the possibility of continuous, perhaps
unlimited, productivity growth through the application of new ideas in production
may not be limited simply to the manipulation of natural substances and forces
for the satisfaction of physical or psychic needs. Organizational forms, too, we
all know, are innovations not only in the areas of private capitalism or state
socialism but in the great gray area in between. The post-war capitalist
economies have shown a wholly different spirit, a very different social and
political dynamic from that which rocked them and brought them to ruin in the in-
terwar period. No doubt in Europe this is partly due to the pressures of the two
giants who stand on either side and who are no longer, as formerly, withdrawn or
asleep. Much is due too to new means of social communication and to the spread of
a truly modern and non-national culture among a new generation. Whatever the in-
tellectual and psychological basis, post-war Europe has been alive with complex
social and economic experiments which carried it through the decades of
miraculous growth and are now being tested in more difficult times.

Schumpeter would hardly have predicted that thirty-five years after his death,
a conference on decentralized marked economies would have had much to talk about.
He would have been surprised, bemused, perhaps even skeptical, but almost cer-
tainly pleased at this evidence of the persistence of the market in the world, (or
at least in economists' thinking about the world). And he would surely have been
even more pleased at the bold enterprise which has activated this conference, and
at the high scientific standards, the model building, the rigor which the suc-
ceeding papers will undoubtedly display, now that the looser considerations of
history, politics and sociology have been passed in review.
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